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UPON ORDERING THIS DESIGN  
Specify any details needed to place order.  
These should be selection items on the website. 

Product Type

Arcade Sofa System
Resident

Modular System (Sofa)

The Arcade Sofa is a modular system made up of interlocking
units, which allow the user to build and create the ideal
configuration for their home. Single or corner seats, narrow and
wide chaises and ottomans can all be paired together with a
choice of narrow or wide arms, to gift the user a truly
individualised result. Especially recognisable is Arcades slim-lined L
shape arm detail, this is designed to contrast against the soft
relaxed look of the seat and back. Developed in New Zealand over
a number of years, Arcade’s revolutionary multi-density feather
and foam system allows complete comfort in the home.

Product Description
Ottoman: Fabric - 2.5 meters (2.0 yards)
Leather - 4.3 meters squared (45.9 feet squared)

Ottoman with Narrow Arm: Fabric - 4 meters (4.4 yards)
Leather - 6.8 meters squared (73.4 feet squared)

Single Seater No Arm: Fabric - 4 meters (4.4 yards)
Leather - 6.8 meters squared (73.4 feet squared)

Corner Seat: Fabric: - 6.5 meters (7.1 yards)
Leather - 11.1 meters squared (119.3 feet squared)

Single Seater Narrow Arm: Fabric - 5 meters (8.5 yards)
Leather - 5.5 meters squared (91.8 feet squared)

Single Seater Wide Arm: Fabric - 6.8 meters (11.6 yards)
Leather - 11.6 meters squared (124.8 feet squared)

Standard Width Chaise Narrow Arm: Fabric - 6.0 meters (6.6
yards)
Leather - 10.2 meters squared (110.2 feet squared)

Standard Width Chaise Wide Arm: Fabric - 7.8 meters (8.5 yards)
Leather - 13.3 meters squared (143.2 feet squared)

Wide Width Chaise Narrow Arm: Fabric - 6.5 meters (7.1 yards)
Leather - 11.1 meters squared (119.3 feet squared)

Wide Width Chaise Wide Arm: Fabric - 8.5 meters (9.3 yards)
Leather - 14.5 meters squared (156.1 feet squared)

Bolster Cushion: Fabric - 0.8 meters (0.9 yards)
Leather - 1.4 meters squared (14.7 feet squared)

Feather Cushion:Small Fabric - 0.5 meters (0.6 yards)
Leather - 0.9 meters squared (9.2 feet squared)

Large Fabric - 0.7 meters (0.8 yards)
Leather - 1.2 meters squared (12.9 feet squared)


